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JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Jean-Luc Moulène, a self-declared technicien libertaire, creates work that is stylistically ambulatory yet bounded by specific
conceptual parameters: it must be separate and complete in itself; make clear the conditions under which it was produced; and
establish a direct link with that from which it has been separated—which is to say, the world. His practice cuts diagonally across
the oft-stratified spheres of economics, politics, and culture in order to reveal gaps in assumed knowledge and allow new figures
and transparencies to emerge. Unlike a scientist or a mathematician, an artist must produce work that is not merely the outcome
of an experiment, but must also render the experiment available to others; Moulène sees this as his task. The resulting forms are
models for other lines of inquiry.
While his ‘objects’ and ‘images’ take three-dimensional materials and photography as their respective supports, they are
expressly not sculptures or photographs. “I consider my images and objects as tools, articles of use: practical above all else,”
Moulène emphasizes. He is not interested in occupying the symbolic position of the author, but rather, sees the role of the artist
as one of authorization.
Opus, a body of work underway since 1995, is comprised of hanging, tabletop, and floor-bound constructions that seek to make
complexity visible. They act on space and perception even from an apparently dormant state. “When you see a knife on the table,
even if it’s not moving it nonetheless cuts the space,” the artist explains; “the function is inside the form.” While the works
themselves appear discontinuous and fragmented, they are in fact influenced by topology and mathematical structures that
generate continuous surfaces. Here, “objects are only a way to join other objects.” One subset of Opus is influenced by
mathematical theories of knots, while another derives from the Lorenz attractor (an infinite, single-sided looping surface). The
works are not created according to a system, which would constrain its elements, but rather derive from a protocol, which
contents itself with their transformation. Forms result from an encounter between the imagination of the artist and the volition
of materials.
Many of Moulène’s photographic images are grouped under the series Documents, which comprises subseries chronicling objects
made by French workers while on strike (Objets de Grève), an invasive plant species in urban environs (La Vigie), minor statuettes
at the Louvre (La Louvre), products illegally exported from Palestine (Produits de Palestine), and the French town that the artist’s
family has inhabited for generations (Fénautrigues). Here, photography functions as a research tool, a form of recordkeeping for
minutiae and ephemera. Like Malraux’s Musée Imaginaire, Documents unites the heterogeneity of the world under the sign of
photography. His first series, Disjonctions (1984-1995) sought to destabilize and recalibrate familiar photographic tropes ranging
from the cityscape to the portrait.
Moulène’s method is one of disjunction—it denies by denying. His work proceeds dialectically through rupture, discontinuity,
bifurcation, and negation in order to seek new knowledge forms. It traverses from l’objet altéré to l’objet d’alterité. “Negation is the
founding act of creation,” the artist writes. “You need to be able to articulate a negative position with a position of affirmation in
the outside world: if creating is negation, showing is an act of affirmation.” Above all, Moulène seeks to produce work that is
itself a site of conflict—to employ the means of art’s production to more effectively set it in total contradiction with itself so that
moments of critical consciousness might occur.
Born in 1955, Jean-Luc Moulène studied Aesthetics and Sciences of Art at the Sorbonne University in Paris, where he currently lives and works. He
participated in the Taipei Biennial (2016 and 2004), the Sharjah Biennial (2010), the First International Biennial of the Image (Laos, 2007),
the Venice Biennial (2003), the Sao Paulo Biennial (2002), and Documenta X (1997). Among the institutions that have dedicated solo
exhibitions to his work are the Secession (2017), Centre Pompidou (2016-2017), Villa Medici, Rome (2015), Kunstverein Hannover (2014),
Dia:Beacon (2012), Carré d’art-Musée d’art contemporain, Nîmes (2009), Culturgest, Lisbon (2007), Musée du Louvre, Paris (2005), and
Centre d’Art Contemporain de Genève (2003). Moulène’s work has been included in group exhibitions at the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, Palais
de Tokyo (Paris), WIELS Contemporary Art Centre (Brussels), Witte de With (Rotterdam), ARC / Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Le
Magasin (Grenoble), Grey Art Gallery (New York), Musée des Beaux-Arts de Beaune, Yokohama Museum of Art, Triennale de Milano, KW
Institute for Contemporary Art (Berlin), Museum Ludwig (Cologne), De Appel (Amsterdam), Grand Palais (Paris), Landesmuseum Joanneum
GmbH Kunsthaus (Graz), Centre Georges Pompidou (Paris), Kunstverein Nürnberg, and elsewhere. Hole, Bubble, Bump., his second solo
exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery, was on view in the fall of 2017.
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Left: Jean-Luc Moulène and Object Sens Function, Bleu de costume, 2016, cotton and polyester. Installation view
at Bazar de l’Hotel de Ville, Paris. Right: Cover of Jean-Luc Moulène’s Quiconque, 2016.

The haunting photographs and sculptures of Paris-based artist Jean-Luc Moulène are material sleights of
hand, vibrational time-space objects. Here, in a “discontinuous interview,” he speaks about inhabiting fields
outside art as well as his “retrospective of protocols,” featuring thirty new pieces, which is on view at the
Centre Pompidou in Paris through February 20, 2017.
SOPHIE DUPLAIX, the curator of this show, has come to my studio every year for the past ten years. To
answer the question of an institutional retrospective, I originally asked to do it anonymously. So, I did two
things for culture and communication. One is Bleu de costume, a unisex suit, which is being sold at the
department store BHV. The other is Quiconque, a newspaper that I produced with graphic designer Marc
Touitou.
Retro-Prospective / capital is attached to names / That was not possible / An agreement between states /
customs and etiquette / a protocol is an abstraction, the speed of the thought looking for its material /
The blue in Bleu de costume is derived from the traditional French worker’s jacket. The suit is a link between
the master who makes decisions and the workers—fit for business negotiations, as well as production in the
factories. It is, however, not a political statement. Quiconque contains eighty-eight full-page images that I took
over the past five years in different cities, from Paris to New York to Beirut to Mexico, printed on the same
paper stock—eighty grams and white—as Le Monde Diplomatique, the monthly newspaper. One hundred
thirty-one thousand copies are placed on eighty-one pallets outside the exhibition space.
I don’t take pictures because I like this or that, but to know what it looks like / always out of territory, always
migrant / solutions in the world. I observe, compare, and check. / an activity of knowledge, an exact
chronology of something being known /
In the exhibition there are two new big pieces: one that looks like concrete and the other made with
automotive surfaces—like everywhere in the world. Bi-face is made out of two big surfaces with automotive
finishes, one side red, the other side blue. No, no, no is an assemblage of three huge concrete objects: a
tetrapod that has been used in seaside towns since the 1960s as a breakwaterQ a sixteen-foot-tall wall similar
to the separation barrier in PalestineQ and a barrier like the kind you can find along highways.
Against sound / Against waves / Against entry / on pedestals almost twenty new artworks at body size /
bones – cars – girls – Mr. Clean – coffee cups / Not belong. As a child, I also grew up in Spain and Morocco

automotive surfaces—like everywhere in the world. Bi-face is made out of two big surfaces with automotive
finishes, one side red, the other side blue. No, no, no is an assemblage of three huge concrete objects: a
tetrapod that has been used in seaside towns since the 1960s as a breakwaterQ a sixteen-foot-tall wall similar
to the separation barrier in PalestineQ and a barrier like the kind you can find along highways.
Against sound / Against waves / Against entry / on pedestals almost twenty new artworks at body size /
bones – cars – girls – Mr. Clean – coffee cups / Not belong. As a child, I also grew up in Spain and Morocco
before returning to France. At that moment, I shared nothing with what it means to be French. I still don’t. No
belonging /
Often I do things without any practical knowledge. I make one piece and move on to another one. I don’t
need to dominate over materials. My objects are surfaces, with no inside or outside, only holes. Through the
holes there are other surfaces. I am more interested in the water running unstable at the peak of the
mountains than in the brook. In the show, some objects are done really rough, others by the finest fabricators,
such as from the Coubertin foundry or handmade ceramics from Guadalajara, Mexico. I abandoned early on
the idea that art is a personal expression. I engage in pression (pressure), not expression.
My objects block or guide you / point outward / the viewers find their way back / become aware of energy
blocks as in butoh, to be conscious of their own condition / The world is going fast. Let’s go slow. I will die, but
I am not getting older / I am getting something else.
— As told to Jo-ey Tang
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Writing about the work of the French artist Jean-Luc
Moulène (b. 1955, France; lives in Paris), I’ve reached,
many times, for words that describe the deep center of
a thing — bone marrow, heart, central core. Beholding
Moulène’s recent work involves not only looking, but attempting to reach into the innermost interior of another
object, presence or material: to make an approach into
the center. And in this way Moulène is an artist who
allows one to think about both peculiar and important
forms of empathy, one of the most critical problems of
the current age. I don’t mean a kindly, gentle thought
about how someone else might feel. I mean an attempt
to get inside something violent or difficult or alien in
the only ways that are available to you: speculation,
imagination, experience, logic, some kind of Stanislavskian embodiment technique. Don’t forget that all of
these strategies by which we try to understand others
are rude, reckless and, by their very nature, flawed. And
yet still the effort itself is deeply important in an era
of confirmation bias, consensus bubbles, post-factual
reportage and emotion-led politics. The structures by
which we assemble ourselves politically — algorithms,

social networks, clickbait media, the markets — insulate
us from those with whom we might disagree. We have
entered an era of polarization and fantasy with cavernous moral and political divides that can seem, at times,
unbridgeable.
Certain works by Moulène offer a material realization of that problem, presenting affective voids that are
genuinely unreachable. For instance, Tronches / Gardiens
écorchés (Paris, May 2014) (2014): an object made by
using a full-head Halloween mask as a mold in which
to cast concrete. Placing my own head before this concrete one, encountering it one-to-one, I’m struck by
how hermetic an object it is — a concrete, sealed-in face
turned inward, impenetrable. And yet, this head and its
presence works its way into my own head, because the
sense-making, relation-forming part of my brain wants
to compare this head to my own. I fixate on two rows
of strangely protruding teeth, an imprint seemingly
taken from the back of a set of teeth, and suddenly my
gaze tries to convolutedly swing inward. I think about
a form of vision that could be located in the center of
the head and look out at the back of my teeth, instead
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of on their exterior, as well as other views of the body
from within. That sensation, of turning oneself inside
out, seems particularly relevant to the monster masks
that the artist selects. For a 2014 exhibition, “Torture
Concrete” at New York’s Miguel Abreu Gallery, many
more of the Tronches — made from other masks including the Joker, a dragon and a flying monkey — were
laid on the floor on top of blue packing blankets (it
seems that a gardien écorché [tormented guard] mask
is a flayed-head mask). The works seem to suggest a difficult truth regarding the nature of empathy: you cannot
materially turn yourself inside out in order to consider
another being without being at war with yourself and
your own body.
Creating something that is clearly and immediately
fighting itself, choking, gagging, spitting itself out or
questioning its own status as an object, is a central
part of Moulène’s stock in trade. Take what is perhaps
his best-known series, Objets de grêve [Strike Objects]

(1999–2000), a series of photographs documenting
products made by industrial workers on strike, each depicted cleanly and objectively on a neutral background.
(Moulène worked primarily in photography until the
early 2000s; these images in particular seem to draw
from the time he worked in advertising.) A packet of
Gauloises cigarettes, for example, has been produced
in red instead of its signature blue, and has the words
“ocupée depuis le 23.2.82 pour le redémarrage, contre la
fermeture de l’établissement” beneath the logo. A bottle
of cleaning product announces that it is scented with
“parfum de solidarite” and features the upturned palm
of a striking hand, with the words “touche pas a mon
emploi!” emblazoned across it. The back of a watch is
engraved with details of a conflict from October 1974,
while the base of a frying pan reads “relaxe,” encircled by
the words “emploi,” “solidarité,” “liberté” and “justice.”
As fascinating as these objects are in an anthropological or historical sense, they also carry a strange form
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of tautology at the core of their very existence. While
“not producing” the objects, workers have nonetheless
produced them, and so the markers of stoppage must
be conveyed by other means. A product’s relationship
with its consumer is conveyed and circulated by continuing to create and distribute that product, despite
the fact that the very nature of its production is in
dispute. The conflict is the core of the object. Moulène
took a related approach to a later series, Produits de
Palestine (2002–04), photographing products made in
the occupied territories of the Gaza Strip and West
Bank and branded as Palestinian. Due to sanctions,
the products, which advertise a form of Palestinian
identity, cannot leave the place in which they are
produced. Bottles of olive oil and tinned tomatoes
are beautifully depicted in pairs, in the style of lush,
still-life product photography, yet they represent a
kind of blockage within the circulatory system, an
occlusion, a strangulation.
But human bodies and territories are not the only
zones of conflict that Moulène’s works form themselves around. La Vigie (The Lookout Man) (2004–11),
the artist’s monumental photographic essay, is a series
of images of one particular species of plant, paulownia
tomentosa, sometimes called the “princess tree.” The
series began when the artist noticed a plant sprouting
out of the asphalt next to the Ministry of Finance.
Following the progress of this tenacious sprout in the
area for the following seven years, the artist created a

suite of 299 images in which both artist and plant are
intertwined as witnesses to a backdrop of escalating
fear made physically manifest in Paris streets: antiterrorist security measures such as bollards, fences and
barricades instituted by the Vigipirate national security
system. It’s a baleful irony that in the years since the
series was completed, the relationship to terror in Paris
and France has become ever more grim.
But what does it do to us to imagine that the plant,
as much as the artist, is a kind of watcher, and to
consider the world from this quiet being’s perspective at ankle-biting height? In the recently published
novel Pond by Claire Louise Bennett, the protagonist
describes the narrative of a half-remembered book in
which the last woman alive realizes that she has become equivalent to any other type of object, for there
is no species or community, just her singular body.
“For a few moments I looked away from the
pages so that there was some opportunity for
me to feel a little of what she must have felt
when she looked at her face with the same sort
of attention one brings to bear upon the bark
of a tree, the surface of a rock, the skin of a
peach, and in those few moments it was as if
the pupils in my own eyes became tunnels and
I was suddenly sucked backwards.” [Riverhead
Books, 2016, p. 90]
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This description of an internalized gaze that is
“sucked backwards” when confronted with the possibility of viewing oneself and the world on the same
register, and even intertwined with animals, objects
or rocks, strikingly evokes the experience of engaging
with one of Moulène’s works — for example Arthur
(2010), a sculpture in which a human skull is partly
encased in cast concrete, so that only the crown of the
head appears. Or Tête-à-Cul (Paris, spring 2014) (2014),
a hanging sculpture of a boar’s jawbone and a doe’s
hipbone connected by a pale balloon that has been
inflated inside them, affixed with latex. Cream bulges
protrude like eyes, cheeks and other forms of bodily
swellings. Somehow it is possible to treat this headbody as a complete entity with a possible spirit and
character, however truncated, malformed, squeezed
and inhuman that presence might be.
Allowing a flexible and viscous material to react to
a more rigid structure also informs one of Moulène’s
most important bodies of work, which takes knots
and knottiness as a formal point of departure. The
artist is avowedly interested in the mathematical study
of knots and knot theory; as he told me via email
“The knot can be considered like a tool for describing
the behavior of complexity and chaos, even at a first
glance.” In several works, a lattice-like knot structure is
made with thin steel laces before a colored glass form
is blown inside the structure, as though it is attempting to rupture its encasement within the tangle. Other
knots, such as versions of the interlinked Borromean
rings, are made entirely of loops of colored glass, such
as Blown Knot 63 2, Borromean, Varia 03 (CIRVA, Marseille, 2012) (2012), in which linked and fused rings
of sky blue, neon yellow and treacly orange seem to
wrestle with each other around an empty center.
Returning to the question of empathy, Moulène’s
knot sculptures also communicate, through material,
an important commitment to complexity. “What interests me,” the artist has said, “are the functions of
transformation.” [Jean-Luc Moulène in conversation
with with Briony Fer, in Jean-Luc Moulène, Cologne:
Verlag der Buchhandlung Walter König; Nimes: Carré
d’art–Museé d’art contermporain de Nimes, 2009, p.
139.] It’s for this reason that his upcoming exhibition
at Centre Pompidou, in Paris, is not a retrospective,
but rather a “retrospective of protocols,” which are positions that refuse to resolve. This thinking through of
the unstable, tangled position is elegantly expressed by
a series of slender bronze sculptures, “Nœuds” (2010–
12), which resemble hipbones, blossoms or other folded forms on stalks. These works, which also begin with
knot theory, are made by making wire knots in blocks
of soft clay before pulling them tight and displacing
the center of the block in cleaved-away slivers. Casting
the spaces that are left in bronze, the artist thereby
casts the heart of a knot, a space that is impossible for
us to access, which is as strong a material definition of
empathy as I can imagine. “Gently, the ‘Nœuds’ have
occupied my thoughts with a clear complexity that has
rejuvenated my world.” The works recall certain pieces

by the brilliant Polish sculptor Alina Szapocznikow,
whose sculptures summon a sensual, degrading body,
in all its joys and traumas. Moulène’s work, however,
arrives in an altered, widened plane of existence. It
doesn’t stop at the human body, but reaches toward
the esoteric, the mathematical, and the flora, fauna
and other objects of the planet — suggesting complex,
elaborate binds with other materials and presences.

Jean-Luc Moulène’s retrospective exhibition at the
Centre Pompidou, Paris, will be on view from October
19, 2016, to February 20, 2017.
Laura McLean-Ferris is Flash Art Associate Editor.
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FRENCH ACADEMY OF ROME, VILLA MEDICI
Viale della Trinità dei Monti, 1
April 30–September 13
“Il était une fois” (Once upon a Time): Judging from its (slightly
ironic) title, this solo exhibition by Jean-Luc Moulène alludes to
the artist’s use of context, which is outstanding and laden with
history. Numerous references connect the works on view, both
preexisting and new, to the French Academy in Rome and to
the splendid Renaissance villa that has housed it since 1803.
Monocromi (Monochromes), 2015, sheets of bronze affixed to a
wall, are the same size as certain standard sizes for historical
European oil paintingsm Les Trois Grâces (The Three Graces),
2012, a video based on the title’s iconography, echoes a thirdcentury AD bas-relief located on the villa’s interior facadem La
Pucelle (The Maiden), 2013, an assemblage of three figurative
sculptures, establishes a dialogue with casts once selected by
Balthus for the garden (he was director of the French Academy
from 1961 to 1977)m and so on.

Jean-Luc Moulène, Les Trois Grâces (The
Three Graces), 2012, HD video, color, silent,
ten minute loop.

Despite this central theme, the variety of materials, techniques, and registers is such that distracted viewers
might be led to think they have wandered into the wrong wing of the building and are looking at a group
show. Historical citations contrast with strictly contemporary references, such as in Tronches (Faces), 2014,
twenty-four cement casts of rubber carnival masks, while figurative elements face off against abstract forms
derived from geometric speculations, such as in Gnou (Wildebeest) and Samples (Onyx), both 2015. As is
usual with this sophisticated artist, one wonders about the deeper connection among the works, each of
which tends to be presented as a the solution—often admirably precise—to a enigmatic problem that
changes in every piece. When asked in a 2008 interview what holds his work “together,” Moulène responded,
quite enigmatically: “The obvious absurdity, horrible revelation, bursts of laughter.”
Translated from Italian by Marguerite Shore.

os Angeles

— Simone Menegoi
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Exhibition:

Jean-Luc Moulène, Torture Concrete

Dates:

September 7 – October 26, 2014

Reception:

Sunday, September 7, 6 – 8PM
Il reste à systématiquement attaquer (et contempler) les systèmes pour les grouper
en piédestal et fondation nécessaire du Monument à l'Unité de tous les Délires.
— Roger Gilbert-Lecomte

Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Sunday, September 7th, of Jean-Luc Moulène’s
Torture Concrete, the artist’s first one-person exhibition at the gallery and in New York City.
On view both at 88 Eldridge Street and 36 Orchard Street, the show is comprised of a variety of ‘objects’ from
Opus, a body of work in development since 1995, along with two drawings and four photographs. While the
constellation of tabletop, floor-bound, and hanging works take three-dimensional materials and photography as
their particular support, they are expressly not sculptures nor photographs. “I consider my images and objects as
tools, articles of use: practical above all else,” says Moulène, a self-described technicien libertaire. He points to the
rudimentary idea of a tool: the relaying of tensions implicit to materials by both acting and being acted upon, and
thus emphasizes the importance of the manipulable in his practice.
The various works in the exhibition, be they bronze or glass knots, cement sculptures of heads, or photographs, are
unified by what Moulène calls his underlying protocols, his working paradigm of topology and dynamic systems.
This unique modus operandi enables a non-monotonic entanglement between the producer, the production, and the
product, that is between the artist, his imagination encountering the volition of materials, and the artwork.
Following a protocol, or certain autonomous directives, implies acting in accordance with the ramifying transits
between thought and matter. As Reza Negarestani writes in an essay accompanying the show, Moulène proceeds in
“search for integrity in variation,” looking “for opportunities to partake in variations on the basis of their
underlying invariances.”
When he employs the physico-mathematical entity of a knot as a protocol of construction, for instance, Moulène
transcends the conventional view of art as a transitive between the artist and the world. He rediscovers the task of
art in its power to rearrange and destabilize the configurational relations between understanding, imagination, and
embodiment, which opens up an amplified field of ambiguity. This space of equivocality is generative, however,
inasmuch as it demands new strategies and produces possibilities for the orientation of thought. Thus Moulène
reactivates abstraction as “the art of rendering intelligible the mutual perturbations of thought and matter,”
Negarestani continues, “by organizing the space through which their respective forces are expressed.” Here the
artist sets out to exercise the emancipatory procedure of liberating thought from the grip of any external cause that
might determine it. “The task of abstraction in this scenario,” Negarestani explains, “is to liberate the virtual
subject – the designated force of thought.”
Bronze Noeuds installed alongside glass Blown Knots in one room produce the effect of breathing through contracted
and dilated space – imploded by pulling a rope and exploded by blowing into glass. The concrete sculptures made
by filling inverted latex Halloween masks with cement are another variation of the knot in its most condensed,
simplest form of a single loop surface. Further, Moulène destabilizes and plays with the age-old artistic genres of
88 Eldridge Street / 36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 • 212.995.1774 • fax 646.688.2302
post@miguelabreugallery.com • www.miguelabreugallery.com!

portraiture and monuments by purchasing pop-culture caricatures and neutralizing their representations as the
two materials at work find a kind of uneasy equilibrium. In this sense, he constantly annihilates the dualities of the
inside and the outside, the negative and the positive space, as well as of the abstract and the concrete.
Born in 1955, Jean-Luc Moulène studied Aesthetics and Sciences of Art at the Sorbonne University in Paris, where he currently lives
and works. He participated in Documenta X (1997), the Sao Paulo Biennial (2002), the Venice Biennial (2003), the Taipei
Biennial (2004), the First International Biennial of the Image (Laos, 2007) and the Sharjah Biennial (2010). Among the
institutions that have dedicated solo exhibitions to his work are Dia:Beacon (2012), Centre d’Art Contemporain de Genève (2003),
Musée du Louvre, Paris (2005), Culturgest, Lisbon (2007), and Carré d’art-Musée d’art contemporain, Nîmes (2009).
Moulène’s work has been included in group exhibitions at the Witte de With (Rotterdam), ARC / Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville
de Paris, Le Magasin (Grenoble), Grey Art Gallery (New York), Musée des Beaux-Arts de Beaune, Villa Médici (Rome),
Yokohama Museum of Art, Triennale de Milano, KW Institute for Contemporary Art (Berlin), Museum Ludwig (Cologne), De
Appel (Amsterdam), Grand Palais (Paris), Landesmuseum Joanneum GmbH Kunsthaus (Graz), Centre Georges Pompidou
(Paris), Kunstverein Nürnberg, and elsewhere.
Torture Concrete: Jean-Luc Moulène and the Protocol of Abstraction, an essay by Reza Negarestani will be published by
Sequence Press in conjunction with the exhibition.
Several monographs and exhibition catalogues are dedicated to Moulène’s work, including:!Yasmil Raymond, ed., Jean-Luc Moulène
Opus + One (New York and New Haven: Dia Art Foundation and Yale University Press, 2012); Jean-Pierre Criqui, Yve-Alain
Bois, Briony Fer, eds., Jean-Luc Moulène (Cologne and Nîmes: Buchhandlung Walther König and Carré d’Art-Musée d’Art
Contemporain de Nîmes, 2009); and Jean-Luc Moulène: Opus 1995-2007/ Documents 1999-2007 (Lisbon: Culturgest,
2007).
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery:
Miguel Abreu Gallery
88 Eldridge Street (between Hester & Grand) / 36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester)
New York, NY 10002
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com
Hours: Wednesday – Sunday, 10:30AM to 6:30PM and by appointment
Subway: F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street; J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street

Lloyd Wise, “Jean-Luc Moulène,” Artforum, January 2015

Was posted online! We’ll send it to Moulène ASAP.
Find it below:

Jean-Luc Moulène
MIGUEL ABREU GALLERY

Jean-Luc Moulène,
Blown Knot 1 (CIRVA,
Marseille, June 2014),
steel, glass, 18 1/8 15
3/4 15 3/4".

After visiting Jean-Luc Moulène’s “Torture Concrete” at Miguel Abreu Gallery this past fall, one would have been
forgiven for scratching one’s head. The artist’s diverse, astringent work, which has ranged from monochrome
paintings and landscape photographs to enigmatic sculptures comes wrapped in an aura of obdurate difficulty—the
implacable air of the deadly and complex. Split between the gallery’s two spaces, this show displayed thirty-seven
pieces in various media, many (though not all) belonging to “Opus,” 1995–, a series that was the subject of a major
survey at Dia:Beacon in 2011.
In a 2009 interview with art historian Briony Fer, Moulène articulated a mission statement of sorts: His work, he
declared, is born of a desire to create “any nondescript object with exactitude.” The original French uses the
adjective quelconque, which can also be translated into English as “anything whatever” or “unspecific” and points to
the phrase’s self-consciously wry inversion (if not involution) of Donald Judd’s “specific object.” Fer goes on to
invoke Judd’s statement that a “form that’s neither geometric or organic would be a great discovery.” Moulène
responds: “We know about other mathematical models, other, less dualistic geometries.” Could such geometries
lead toward the quelconque? To be sure, several works in the show see Moulène borrowing from the esoteric
netherworlds of higher math—specifically, from a branch of topology called knot theory—where he has found a rich
vocabulary of forms and procedures in which the categories of geometric and organic break down.
In fact, one way to view this exhibition was as a veritable Wunder-kammer of topological knots. At the Orchard
Street space, a pair of nuzzling blown-glass sculptures modeled something called the Hopf link; seven glass and
bronze works mounted on vertical poles at Eldridge Street reconstructed the first five prime, or “nontrivial,” knots;
nearby, a compact ravel of red, blue, and yellow blown-glass loops expressed Borromean rings; and a group of
concrete heads cast from Halloween-mask molds were, the press release informed us, “another variation of the
knot in its most condensed, simplest form of a single loop surface” (or a self-contained sphere). The prevalence of
blown glass was fitting, as the plasticity of that substance in its molten state has a natural affinity with a
mathematical discipline that studies the continuous properties of three-dimensional objects in a dynamic state of
change and deformation. And deform these knots Moulène does: He seems to relish destruction through creation.
The majority of his sculptures—particularly the seven based on prime knots—steadfastly flout math-textbook ideals
of depictive clarity. Rather than reveal their structure, the bronze Noeud 5.1 Varia 02 (Paris, 2012) and its ilk are
blasted, bony wraiths.

That’s because for Moulène, knots are a means, not the end. They are tools. “We can consider the surrounding
world not in terms of forms and colours, but topographically,” he said in his interview with Fer, “in terms of the
number of holes.” A concern with holes, and with classifying the world by holes, evidently inspired Blown Knot 1
(CIRVA, Marseille, June 2014) and Tête-à-Cul (Paris, spring 2014)—two works that, at first glance, could hardly be
more different. To make the former, the artist shaped a length of wire mesh into a trefoil—the second of the prime
knots—and then inflated a blown-glass vessel inside it. As the heated glass expanded to fill the metal structure, it
bulged outward around the wire, swelling like a strangled balloon. For Tête-à-Cul (Paris, spring 2014), meanwhile,

The majority of his sculptures—particularly the seven based on prime knots—steadfastly flout math-textbook ideals
of depictive clarity. Rather than reveal their structure, the bronze Noeud 5.1 Varia 02 (Paris, 2012) and its ilk are
blasted, bony wraiths.
That’s because for Moulène, knots are a means, not the end. They are tools. “We can consider the surrounding
world not in terms of forms and colours, but topographically,” he said in his interview with Fer, “in terms of the
number of holes.” A concern with holes, and with classifying the world by holes, evidently inspired Blown Knot 1
(CIRVA, Marseille, June 2014) and Tête-à-Cul (Paris, spring 2014)—two works that, at first glance, could hardly be
more different. To make the former, the artist shaped a length of wire mesh into a trefoil—the second of the prime
knots—and then inflated a blown-glass vessel inside it. As the heated glass expanded to fill the metal structure, it
bulged outward around the wire, swelling like a strangled balloon. For Tête-à-Cul (Paris, spring 2014), meanwhile,
Moulène began with an actual balloon, and inflated it inside a very different kind of object—an assemblage
consisting of the jawbone of a boar affixed to the pelvic bone of a deer. Here, the swelling is disturbingly bodily and
considerably more extreme: Latex protuberances spill like tumors from between the sculptures’ gaps.
The shared submission to the forces of inflation, constriction, and distension in these works—this squeezing of
substances through orifices and holes—suggests a vision of the world as a continuum of homeomorphisms. It is a
place where the organic and the geometric might meet or entangle or overlap as they collapse onto a spectrum of
continuous flux, as destabilizing expressions of the quelconque.
—Lloyd Wise

Gillian Young “Jean-Luc Moulène at Miguel Abreu,” Art in America, January 2015

“Jean-Luc Moulène,” Goings On About Town: Art, The New Yorker, September 2014

GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN: ART

JEAN-LUC
MOULÈNE
LIZ DESCHENES
The French artist came to prominence as a photographer, but he’s long since moved
into three dimensions, making works that he rather pretentiously declines to call
sculptures. Shoulder-height, freestanding bronzes twist into calla lilies or funnels (the
sexual implications are unavoidable); colorful blown-glass knots, aggrandized with lots
of mathematical back story, challenge distinctions of inside and outside. The best pieces
here were made by filling latex Halloween masks with concrete. A horned devil, a
glowering alien, an encephalitic monkey: these are far more engaging exercises in
boundary-crossing, and they get along just fine without any prolix defenses. Through
Oct. 26.
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This show by the noted Parisian artist takes up both of
Abreu's locations, and while drawings and photographs are
included, the principal focus is on Moulène's sculptures in
glass, steel and bronze, which could be described as organic
or anatomical forms imbued with an ambiguously creepy
vibe. A series of green-patinaed bronzes, for example,
features what appear to be casts of pelvic bones, in whole or
in part, impaled on tall, polelike stanchions.
Jean-Luc Moulène, Blown Knot 2 21, Rubyemerald, Varia
01 (CIRVA, Marseille, October 2012), 2012
Photograph: Courtesy Miguel Abreu Gallery
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Kaelen Wilson-Golden, “Jean-Luc Moulène,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, October 2013
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Beirut

Jean-Luc Moulène
BEIRUT ART CENTER
Jisr El Wati, Building 13, Street 97, Zone 66
July 11, 2013–October 12, 2013
In 2001, the French artist Jean-Luc Moulène took a series of
photographs in the Lebanese port city of Sidon, which included
portraits of people he met there by chance or through friends. The
resulting images were displayed on the crumbling facades of the
old souk. Twelve years later, many of them are still there. One
portrait in particular, titled Abou Baker, 2001, after its subject, was
later borrowed by mourners for the young man’s funeral. For
Moulène’s illuminating, inscrutable exhibition at the Beirut Art
Center, Abou Baker and another picture from the same series—
featuring three bare-chested young men, all tattoos, charm, and
tender affection—are placed at the top of an industrial stairwell.
They are the only clear link between artist and place. The rest of
the show revels in shadows and echoes, which move and multiply
among the objects, photographs, drawings, videos, and
architectural installations on view.

Jean-Luc Moulène, Arthur, 2010, concrete,
bone, 8 3/4 x 10 1/4 x 8 1/4”.

With forty works arranged into four sections, “Jean-Luc Moulène—Works” loops around the center like a sequence
of strange and compelling riddles, from a skull cased in concrete (Arthur, 2010) and a haphazard chunk of plywood
(Alexandria Made, 1997) to a suite of ink drawings disguised as monochromatic paintings (4 Bic Drawings, 2013).
Categories fall into disarray as Moulène collapses conventional understandings of what constitutes an image, an
object, or a mode of communicating the meaning and status of one as the other.
Wrapping around the main hall are two fantastic L-beams—one red, one blue—that bifurcate the space. Produced
in Beirut and commissioned for the exhibition, the steel structures, when viewed from above, form two rectangles
bolted on top of one another but shifted slightly apart. Together, they are called debrayeur, French for “disengage”
but also the word for a clutch pedal, itself an apt metaphor for Moulène’s practice as a mechanism that controls how
two things moving at potentially different speeds connect and decouple, if and when needed.
— Kaelen Wilson-Goldie

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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JEAN-LUC MOULENE
by saul ostrow

In the mid-’90s, the Paris-based artist Jean-Luc Moulène, known for his large-format, sometimes politically inflected
photographs, initiated a parallel project consisting of three-dimensional “objects.” (Moulène eschews the term
“sculpture,” with its historical and esthetic entanglements.) Collectively termed “Opus” (1995–), these pieces, now
totaling just under 100, are each identified with a title as well as the city, month and year in which the work was
fabricated.
The yearlong exhibition “Opus + One,” the artist’s first solo exhibition in North America, takes place at two venues.
Dia:Beacon offers 37 of the objects, along with Moulène’s urban-photo suite “La Vigie” (2004-11). Meanwhile, Dia’s
Dan Flavin Art Institute in Bridgehampton pre- sents newly commissioned works—wall-mounted panels slathered with
ink using a palette knife—part of the series “Monochromes/Samples” (2011–).
“La Vigie” (The Lookout Man), which consists of 299 photographs (some black-and-white, some color), documents a
type of nuisance vegetation, the Princess Tree, that grows in vacant lots, neglected buildings and cracked sidewalks.
One tree Moulène has photographed over the span of seven years stands in the Parisian neighborhood of the
Ministry for the Economy, Industry and Employment. Evidence of social changes—including posters and graffiti as
well as the installation of antiterrorist barricades—can be detected here and there in the periphery of the images.
Nevertheless, Moulène allows the works to speak for themselves. He does nothing to prompt a specific reading,
beyond titling the extended series “The Lookout Man”—which may refer either to the tree or to the photographer
himself.
Perhaps all that connects “Opus” to Moulène’s other projects is its cumulative nature: the objects accrue over time
with no predetermined end. They seem cut off from any overriding narrative, though they can be grouped, after the
fact, according to themes (serial process, the body, decay). Most have been installed on white wood tabletops
mounted on metal legs. This formal configuration is disrupted occasionally by larger pieces, which sit directly on the
floor, as well as by several wall-mounted works and two pieces suspended at eye level.

Moulène’s objects are made, either industrially or by hand, from a wide variety of materials, including bronze, cement,
wood, bone, fiberglass, plaster, tobacco and plastic. Most range in scale from hand-held to body-size.
A number consist of interlocking planar forms: Model for Sharing, Paris, December 2007, for example, looks like a
hastily slapped together architectural model. Others verge on the abject, such as La tête noire (The Black Head),
Paris, January 2007, a brutish, lumpy headlike form with pushed-in features. Head Box, Kitakyushu, October 2004,
which hung on the wall, is pristine and minimal, while Bitte à fruits (Fruit Bollard), Paris, September 1999, is a castconcrete still life of apples set atop a short, crumbling concrete-and-aggregate column. Some works are slightly
macabre. Arthur, Paris, August 2010, has the upper portion of a human skull protruding from cast concrete, making
the whole work look like an eerie helmet with visor. Mi-tronche (Nonosse) (Half-mug [Bobone]), Paris, September
2010, is a head-shaped concrete cast that has been cut in half to reveal a child-size skull encased within.
Somewhat out of keeping with the other works is Soleil noir (Black Sun), Paris, September 2008, a silent color video
of the sun, its small cubelike monitor mounted high overhead on the wall. But the most striking anomaly is Body,
Guyancourt, October 2011, a sleek, multicolored aerodynamic form, 28 feet in length, produced from 12 molds with
the help of automotive engineers at a Renault factory. Resembling a brightly hued speedboat, the piece seems out of
place in terms of material, size and logic, yet it contributes well to the show’s formally open-ended effect. With its
great diversity of works, “Opus” is an intense investigation of the formal possibilities of contemporary photography,
painting and sculpture.

Photos: (left) view of Jean-Luc Moulène’s exhibition “Opus + One,” 2011-12 (right) view of Moulène’s Body,
Guyancourt, October 2011, 8 1/2 by 28 by 11 1/2 feet. Both at Dia:Beacon.

Jean-Luc Moulène at Dia:Beacon - artforum.com / critics' picks

Carmen Winant, “Jean-Luc Moulène,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, December 2011
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Jean-Luc Moulène
DIA:BEACON
3 Beekman Street
December 1, 2011–May 24, 2012
Jean-Luc Moulène’s yearlong exhibition “Opus + One”
comprises three distinct modules dispersed throughout the vast
building. The most beguiling of all is the large gallery of objects
titled “Opus,” 1995–. Resting on the floor, hanging from the
ceiling, and placed on tables that are so delicate they nearly
float in space, thirty-five sculptures––made across the span of
sixteen years––fill the cavernous space. The materials, though
crude, never quite give themselves away; Lycra resembles
liquid glass, water hoses twist and torque into perfect ellipses,
and fiberglass takes on the appearance of dehydrated
cartilage. No bigger than the human body, or what the human
body might be able to cradle, these opuses are propositions
rather than determinations, each with its own unique set of
terms and conditions. The +1 suffix in the exhibition’s title
alludes to this endlessly additive equation, which not only
begins at zero, but replicates at the most comprehensible pace
possible.

Jean-Luc Moulène, Météo (Weather), 2009,
plastic hoses, 14 x 25 1/2 x 10 1/4".

The other galleries take on unique strategies. Two adjoined rooms house Moulène’s photographic series “La
Vigie” (Lookout Man), 2004–11, in which two stacked rows (totaling nearly three hundred images) snake
around the walls. They picture the same rogue weed––sprouted from a Parisian sidewalk in front of the
country’s Ministry for the Economy, Industry, and Employment––as it blooms and retreats in a hostile
environment over many years. In the back gallery, a large, opalescent aluminum sculpture, titled Body, 2011,
stands alone. Built to order by Renault, the piece takes a smaller opus made by Moulène and enlarges it to
the power of several hundred. While its leguminous figure and hyper-glossed surface are sexy, the overall
slickness of the form is counterproductive to Moulène’s project: His art is most successful when the work
teeters at the brink of potential and failure, as structural models that will never quite be realized.
— Carmen Winant
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Caroline Hancock, “Jean-Luc Moulène: A ‘Plasticien‘,” Afterall, No. 28, Autumn-Winter, 2011, pp. 24-33

Jean-Luc Moulène:
A ‘Plasticien’
— Caroline Hancock

Particularly since the 1960s, the French
language has rather uniquely championed
the term ‘arts plastiques’ (‘plastic arts’),
a term long-abandoned in other languages
and contexts in favour of alternatives like
the ‘visual' or ‘fine arts'. Probably because
of this, some artists still define themselves
as ‘artiste-plasticien’ (‘plastician’), as
opposed to ‘artiste-peintre’ (‘painter’)
or ‘artisan-designer'. The term suggests an
emphasis on matter rather than image, and
points at artistic activity as an exploration

Caroline Hancock explores Jean-Luc
Moulène's analysis of material production
via sculpture and photography.
of materials and forms through a variety
of modes. Jean-Luc Moulène tends to
call himself a ‘plasticien’, even though
photography is the medium for which he
first gained recognition in the 1990s. But
this choice is not just a matter of French
habit — rather, it is a revealing move that
suggests not only that image-making is just
part of his practice, but that the idea of
materials, their manipulation and what
they might say about the form of society
and the possibility of its transformation
is at the core of his work.
Moulène studied arts plastiques
(and literature) in Paris during the 1970s,
after which he worked as an artistic adviser
for a branch of the French electronics
company Thomson, from 1981 to 1989,
and, for a brief period in 1989, in
commercial advertising. These early
experiences with the fabrication of the
imagery of products and brands familiarised him with the specific methodologies
used in publicity and communication,
and helped him analyse the desired effects
of images on the social behaviours of
consumers. As a result, his photographs,
which span the genres of portraiture, still
life, landscape and the street scene, critique
the seductive character of conventional

media representation, and the manipulations it allows. Though he prefers his titles
to remain untranslated — lest they lose
the wordplay and linguistic specificity
that is key to his practice — he specifies
that many of his photographic works
from the last fifteen years are accompanied
by contextual information, indicating
the date and location of the picture,
as a way to make explicit every factor
that intervenes in the construction of the
images. This information is on occasion
heavily nuanced, for example with the
title accompanying the series 39 Objets
de grève présentés par Jean-Luc Moulène
(1999—2000), which integrates a disclaimer,
stating that they are not ‘by’ Moulène but
simply presented or made visible by him.
Likewise the names of the photographers
of his sculptures or installations is often
credited in his captions. (Such concern
with authorship or agency reflects his
consistently critical standpoint on copyright, reserved rights and originality, which
often emerges in his work.) By systematically deploying that level of clarity, each
caption emphasises power struggles at
work during the making of works of art
and post-production, and also pre-empts
future confusions, erroneous interpretations or uninformed appropriations of his
work. That is, Moulène’s interests lie in the
full life of the artwork — in the process, on
the one hand, that goes from the production
to the circulation and reception of the object
and its image, and, on the other, in the
social conditions in which the artist and
the labourer operate in the contemporary
world.
Despite this apparent focus on the
image as an entry into this discussion,
Moulène’s artistic practice has also always
included traditional, assembled or manufactured sculpture, work with found objects
and the production of drawings and prints.
Boundaries between disciplines often blur
in his work, for example when photographs
capture his found objects, combining
‘actual work’ and ‘documentation’ in an
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Jean-Luc Moulène,
Bitte à fruits,
Paris, September
1999, cement,
sand and stones,
72 × 30 × 30cm.
© Jean-Luc Moulène
— ADAGP. Courtesy
Chantal Crousel,
Paris; Thomas Dane,
London and Greta
Meert, Brussels
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almost undifferentiated manner — as the
title of the catalogue that accompanied his
exhibition at Culturgest in Lisbon in 2007,
Jean-Luc Moulène. opus 1995—2007 /
documents 1999—2007, indicates. 1
This heightened awareness of and
experimentation with ideas of reality,
plasticity, image and documentation bring
his work close to that of the Nouveaux
Réalistes — a genealogy he has himself
acknowledged. Speaking about ‘60—72.
Douze ans d’art contemporain en France’,
an exhibition at the Grand Palais in Paris
in 1972 that showcased the more political,
sculptural and site-specific work produced
after the heyday of painterly abstraction,
he said:
Suddenly, everything was possible.
All the materials were available for
us to use. It was as if the exhibition
was trying to tell us something like:
‘Go ahead boys, take over the space
and do whatever you want’. 2
Rather like Nouveau Réaliste Raymond
Hains, whose phenomenal photographic
output has yet to be fully acknowledged,
Moulène is open to chance encounters,
making art from street-level reality, and
infusing it with both humour and critical
rigour — photographically or otherwise. 3
He shares this approach with artists of his
generation from other locations, such as
Gabriel Orozco, who invited him to exhibit
objects within ‘The Everyday Altered’, the
show he curated at the Venice Biennale as
part of Francesco Bonami’s ‘Dreams and
Conflicts’ in 2003. 4 Bitte à fruits (Paris,
September 1999), a work Moulène presented in that context, consists of a concrete
bollard with a crumbling top that reveals
stones and pebbles resembling, as the
title suggests, pieces of fruit, giving the
impression of being a sculpted still life.
Bleu Gauloises bleues 441 (June 2000),
also included in ‘The Everyday Altered’, is a
limited edition (441 copies) of the legendary
blue Gauloises cigarette pack without any
1
2
3

4

of the manufacturer’s ‘fine print’ in the
design. Again, by recasting a commercial
product within an artistic context, like
Orozco in his work, Moulène captures and
conjures the unexpected and the banal.
But these subtle, fleeting, seemingly
unintentional interventions are accompanied in Moulène’s oeuvre by a conspicuous,
explicit appropriation of art history.
In terms of sculpture, to cite just a few
examples, he often refers to Alberto
Giacometti in his interviews; ancient and
classical art is the basis of his project Le
Louvre (2005), for which he photographed
objects from the museum’s collection; and
homages to Marcel Duchamp and Bruce
Nauman are at play in Cinq concentrés
concentriques (Paris, April 2007),
a sculpture composed of the five grey
polyurethane fingers of a hand that, instead
of being attached to the palm, all point to
a precise point, where the fingertips touch,
composing a figure that is both an axis and
a vortex, and suggesting at once conflict,
tension, connection, visibility and actuality.
Mathematics and geometry are in fact at
the core of Moulène’s thinking: abstract,
geometrical and scientific forms pervade
his work — concentric circles, suns, plastic
basins, pierced found stones, contorted
staircase fragments fashioned from
scrap-heap material, bronze knots on wire
stems — offering an seemingly comprehensive catalogue of articulations of how the
world functions (or does not). For example,
Boule fixe (sphère de Lisbonne) (Paris, 1
May 2007) looks like an oversize disco ball
firmly grounded on the floor, lined with
cobblestones from the Portuguese capital
instead of mirrors. Recent abstract works
utilising plastics like epoxy resin and
polyurethane (for example, n Trous
Outremer Rose (Paris, May 2009)) are
placed on plinths or tabletops like modular
or cellular sculptures or architectural
models, inviting us to consider notions
such as clamping, knotting, expanding,
transparency and density, as well as
vanishing axes, grids, intersections, edges,

See Jean-Luc Moulène, Rosário Sousa Machado, Marc Touitou and Miguel Wandschneider (ed.), Jean-Luc
Moulène. opus 1995—2007 / documents 1999—2007, Lisbon: Culturgest, 2007.
Interview of J.-L. Moulène by Florence Ostende concerning ‘The Pompidou Show’,
cataloguemagazine.com, issue 6, March 2011. Available at http://www.cataloguemagazine.com/
contemporary-art/magazine/article/jean-luc-moulene/ (last accessed on 13 June 2011).
This element of the work of both artists was highlighted by Pierre Restany, the art critic who coined
the name ‘Nouveaux Réalistes’ in 1960, when he curated both artists in a group show, ‘Cette culture
qui vient de la rue’ (‘The Culture that Comes from the Street’) at the Galerie municipale de Vitrysur-Seine in 2000.
See Francesco Bonami (ed.), Dreams and Conflicts: The Viewer’s Dictatorship (exh. cat.), Venice:
La Biennale di Venezia, 2003, pp.310—11. Orozco also presented work by Abraham Cruzvillegas,
Jimmie Durham, Daniel Guzmán, Damian Ortega and Fernando Ortega.
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— ADAGP. Courtesy
Chantal Crousel,
Paris; Thomas Dane,
London and Greta
Meert, Brussels
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directions and gaps. The plasticity of the
materials is at the core of these exercises.
Underneath the undeniable visual
quality of the photographs and sculptures,
Moulène’s interest lies in moulding and
manipulating the things that he makes and
finds, to the point that they are (or seem
to be) no longer how they began.
•
I conceive of them all like objects after
a world of photography. Therefore they
are not objects in the sense of statuary or
sculpture. They are objects linked to the
questions of production, representation,
post-photography objectivation. As such,
photography continues to be the research
tool for these objects, even if at the end
of the day I don’t propose a print. 5
There is something sculptural about most
of Moulène’s photographs, as if the objects
were about to pop out of the printed
surface, igniting desire in a manner akin
to advertising. Some of them could even
5
6

be argued to be meditations on sculpture
or puns on three-dimensionality laid flat.
For example, Méduses (São Paulo, 7 April
2002) shows two jelly shoes (‘méduse’
means jellyfish), placed sole against sole in a
manner that resembles the aquatic creature
and simultaneously offers a volumetric
study of light and shade. A sculptural
conceit is at work again in his photographs
of chewed gum, which also dwell on the
incongruous malleability of the substance
and delight in endless permutations of
transparency and opacity.
In both of these works there is a play
between document and reality: the ‘thing’
and its registration are distinguishable but
at the same time permeable, and are given
equal weight. Moulène inserts photographs
in exhibitions together with sculptures or
actual objects, creating disjunctions and/
or associations that recall the visual games
of Documents, the magazine through
which Georges Bataille, Michel Leiris and
Carl Einstein attempted to offer a common
front against positivism, idealism and
André Breton’s Surrealism, published in

J.-L. Moulène, ‘Series Entretiens avec les artistes, Académie de Paris’, http://www.ac-paris.fr/portail/
jcms/p1_124706/jean-luc-moulene (last accessed on 13 June 2011).
Sophie Berrebi discussed Moulène’s work in relation to Documents at ‘The Use-Value of Documents:
Bataille/Einstein/Leiris’, a symposium at the Courtauld Institute, London (23 — 24 June 2006)
that accompanied the exhibition ‘Undercover Surrealism: Georges Bataille and the Magazine
Documents’ (2006) at the Hayward Gallery, London. The paper, titled ‘Jean-Luc Moulène’s Dialectical
Documents’, was subsequently published in Papers of Surrealism, issue 7, 2007, and is available
at http://www.surrealismcentre.ac.uk/papersofsurrealism/journal7/acrobat%20files/articles/
Berrebipdf.pdf (last accessed on 13 June 2011).
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Le Monde,
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Le Louvre, 2005.
Installation view,
Musée du Louvre,
Paris, 2005.
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— ADAGP. Courtesy
Chantal Crousel,
Paris; Thomas Dane,
London and Greta
Meert, Brussels
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Paris from 1929 to 1930. 6 The use value
of documentary evidence essential to
Documents has echoes in Moulène's
attention to varied modes of presentation
— including spatial presentation. Indeed,
the mise en espace of his photographs
could be compared to the practices of
Richard Wentworth or Wolfgang Tillmans,
and their non-hierarchical, formal and
sculptural considerations and installations.
In 1998, for the exhibition ‘Tu parles /
J’écoute’ (‘You Talk / I Listen’) at the
Taipei Fine Arts Museum and the Ferme
du Buisson near Paris, Moulène was invited
to work with the haircare and cosmetic
company Shiseido. He directed a series of
photographs of two naked female models
covered with Shiseido’s Perfect Refining
Foundation. The function of this product
— to cancel out any facial blemishes —
was pushed to the extreme by Moulène,
as the foundation was applied to the
models’ entire bodies. The resulting images,
We Were Here and There (1998), are subtly
pleasing and ironic: the women’s bodies
are redolent of mediaeval statuary
and recumbent figures on tombstones, 7
while at the same time Moulène subverts
contemporary commercial publicity
tactics via their installation as traditional
prints within the exhibition and on
billboards outside it.
If on that occasion bodies were turned
into objects by means of the image, in
other works the transformation is of
objects into images and again into objects:
at the Louvre’s invitation in 2005, Moulène
selected 24 small statuettes, fragments
and amulets from different departments
of the museum — objects that he considered
overlooked in their conventional presentation context (often a large vitrine filled
with other artefacts). They were brought
to a studio, where he photographed
each of them against a plain background,
in typical archival or museal fashion.
Enlarged to approximately 50 by 40
centimetre photographs, the objects
were then exhibited in the museum as
flat images, but images endowed with
an object status: the bare prints, mounted
on aluminium, were placed directly on
7
8

9

plinths, which were installed in a manner
that overemphasised the shadows resulting
from the museum’s overhead lighting.
Tracing this movement from object to
photograph and back to object, Moulène
also published this series as reproductions
in a special Le Monde newspaper
supplement distributed both in the museum
and within the regular paper on the day
of the opening. Exponentially broadening
his audience, Moulène often distributes
pamphlets, prints, leaflets and flyers
through different channels, or leaves them
to be picked up from piles (paper mounds
that are objects/sculptures in themselves)
included in his displays — the image, again,
becoming object, and through it, witness
to a materiality that might otherwise have
left behind.
Moulène’s systematic questioning
of the function and productivity of images
has also entailed the analysis, replication
and transformation of the mechanisms
active in different photographic genres,
from advertising to pornography (as in
the series Les Filles d’Amsterdam, 2005),
from investigative or crime scene photography to archiving practices. It could be
said that he plays at creating documents,
material proof or evidence of sociocultural
facts and projections. He repeatedly refers
to police vocabulary — his exhibition
at ARC, Paris in 1997, for example, was
titled ‘Deposition’. As suggested by Cinq
concentrés concentriques, Moulène’s work
denounces and points fingers. Notions of
scrutiny, enigma, excavation, observation,
forensic light and vigilance recur in and
around his images and titles, as if they were
captured events, peppered with strange
clues for varied interpretations.
•
Moulène says he has been a handyman
(‘bricoleur’) since his youth. 8 He talks of
working as an assistant carpenter as well
as an artist, and maintains that both should
be understood as labourers. He sometimes
appropriates for himself a qualifier
used for Jean-Luc Godard: ‘technicien
libertaire’, or ‘libertarian technician’. 9

For this comparison, see Cécile Bourne, ‘Jean-Luc Moulène’, in Tu parles, j'écoute. You Talk, I Listen
(exh. cat.), Taipei: Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 1998, pp.70—73.
See interview between Patrick Javault, Jean-Luc Moulène and Daniel Foucard, ‘Jean-Luc Moulène /
Une photographie polymorphe', Entretien sur l'art, Paris: Fondation d'entreprise Ricard,
23 septembre 2010, http://fondation-entreprise-ricard.com/en/conferences/entretiens/art/moulene/
(last accessed on 2 August 2011).
See Raphaël Brunel, ‘Jean-Luc Moulène', 02, Spring 2009, pp.11—14.
www.zerodeux.fr/jean-luc-moulene-par-raphael-brunel (last accessed on 2 August 2011).
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Labour-intensive sculpture did not have
pride of place in French post-War art and
criticism — for example, Robert Filliou
made fun of it with his DIY Principe
d’équivalence: bien fait, mal fait, pas
fait (Equivalence Principle: Well Made,
Badly Made, Not Made, 1968), an
absurd collection of objects, both crafted
and found.
But at a time when work is becoming
increasingly dematerialised, Moulène
defends making things as fundamental
to human activity. His attention for some
time now has focused on the preservation
and valorisation of objects produced
in the context of working-class cultures,
in particular that of trade unions and
industrial action. The photographic series
Objets de grève présentés par Jean-Luc
Moulène constitutes an invaluable archive
of French industry, manufacture and
craftsmanship of the Years of Lead, from
the 1960s to the 80s, that is not dissimilar
in spirit to Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane’s
Folk Archive (1999—2005), their collection

At a time when work is
becoming increasingly
dematerialised, Moulène
defends making things
as fundamental to human
activity.
of contemporary British popular traditions
and culture. The objects themselves are
now part of the Archives Nationales du
Monde du Travail in Roubaix, in northern
France, and the ethnologist and archivist
Jean-Charles Leyris has produced a
detailed account of each of the forty
objects preserved as national industrial
heritage. 10 Among those objects is a
‘three 8s pipe’, carved in France in the
late nineteenth century, when the idea of
dividing the working day between three
teams working for eight hours each was
a proud labour claim rather than the
normal practice it is today in some
countries; also in the collection is the red
Gauloises La Pantinoise packet made
from 1982 to 1983 by strikers protesting
the closure of their tobacco factory in
Pantin, in northeast Paris.
10
11

This interest in the representation
of the working class is part of a wider
engagement. Moulène has collaborated
with, or made reference to in his work,
the French workers’ unions Lutte ouvrière
and CGT (Confédération générale du
travail). In 2003, he collaborated with
Nouvelle Vie Ouvrière to publish a special
edition of the Objets de grève series for the
CGT’s 47th congress. The arresting use of
the colour yellow as a background in some
of his photographs (for instance some of
the Produits de Palestine series, 2004—05)
or painted on his sculpture and objects
(Marche (palière et balancée), Paris,
1994, and Croix Jaune, Paris, 2004—05)
presumably refers to the historical use of
the colour in syndicalist movements and
its regular appearance in bold political
communications.
Bridging formal and social concerns,
Moulène connects the ‘arrêt du travail’
(‘stoppage of work’) with the ‘arrêt sur
image’ (‘stop-frame’ or ‘still’):
The notion of work stoppage is a useful
metaphor to use in relation to what I do:
I stop things, make the image concrete.
The idea is simple: if you objectify floating
mental images, they no longer float, they
become legible. My work has often been
about that: giving concrete existence to
mental images. 11
As if they were calls to action, his object/
sculptures function autonomously like
dissonant, ethical, potentially empowering
ammunition.
•
The effectiveness of Moulène’s individual
works lies in their capacity to occupy
space and imagination. In tandem with his
focus on arrest and occupation, Moulène
also seeks movement, visual slippage and
enquiry. The codification of movement
through ritual and conventional or
unconventional modes of social circulation
is deeply ingrained in his practice, probably
as a result from his work with French
performance artist Michel Journiac during
the late 1970s. Corporeal awareness,
exchange and confrontation were central

Jean-Charles Leyris, ‘Objets de grève, un patrimoine militant’, In Situ, no.8, March 2007,
http://www.insitu.culture.fr/article.xsp?numero=8&id_article=leyris-0 (last accessed on
13 June 2011).
‘Entretiens avec Régis Durand’, Jean-Luc Moulène. Document 1, Paris: Jeu de Paume, 2005, p.10.
Translation the author’s.
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to his collaborations with dancer and
choreographer Boris Charmatz (for
example, Ouvrée — artistes en alpages,
2000, and Statuts. Exposition à géométrie
variable, 2001—02). But variable
geometry is also at work in his photographs, sculptures, objects and take-away
piles of posters and printed papers. Across
his whole body of work discontinuities,
articulations, instabilities, tensions
and release come together to produce
a heightened interrogating presence,
which translates into installations in which
the relationship between work and space
(and therefore the institution) is key. In
the exhibition ‘Mental Archaeology’ at the
Centre d’art contemporain d’Ivry last year,
Moulène showed Riche (Le Havre, January
2010), a sculpture consisting of a plastic
bottle (Moulène began collecting bottles
in 2000) sporting a disproportionately
large fake-diamond cap and sitting atop a
precariously tall, narrow plinth. The bottle
was partially filled with water, which
emphasised the tilt of the floor and, through
it, the original function of the space as a
cinema. Material relations here suggest,
like in Objets de grève, wider social
relations.

year. His recent exhibitions, like the one
at the Crédac, which then travelled to
Nuremberg Kunstverein, and his solo show
at the Carré d’Art in Nîmes in 2009, incite
new or different volumetric perceptions
against a flattening out in capitalist
production, projecting out of the box
and beyond the frame. Moulène is now
preparing his first US exhibition for Dia:
Beacon, opening this autumn, continuing
his exploration of political meanings
inherent in images and objects and in
the production behind them.
‘One should reward anticipation.’
— Jean-Luc Moulène 14
‘When we have decorticated, deconstructed,
destroyed the real, there still remains
this network of extremely solid metallic
threads, a very potent human construction.
This is where the work continues.
These wires, we take them and we tie
them together: new figures are formed,
new realities are imagined. Imagination
liberates. On this horizon of being, freedom
is maximal, and potenza approaches
possibility. New subjectivities, new fields
of action, new syntheses of cooperation
can thus be glimpsed.’ — Antonio Negri 15

I am interested in producing work that
is, in itself, the site of conflict, that
presents existing conflicts in pre-sensitive
and therefore sensitive form. From these
forms, a detachment and a gap are created
and a critical consciousness can occur. 12
Moulène’s forms defy typology, in that they
are fabricated from resemblances and
alterity, preferably nondescript, formless,
with no clear usage. His plasticity of choice
has ‘patatoïde’ (potato-shaped) qualities
— that is to say, his forms are somewhat
absurdly undefinable and challenging. 13
He confirms his predilection for this
term in interviews such as one regarding
the maquette for a body (2007—2011)
presented in the ‘Paris-Delhi-Bombay’
exhibition at the Centre Pompidou this
12
13
14

15

J.-L. Moulène quoted in Mental Archaeology: Matti Braun, Thea Djordjadze, Jean-Luc Moulène
(exhibition leaflet), Ivry-sur-Seine: Centre d’art contemporain d’Ivry — le Crédac, 2010, p.39.
Translation the author’s.
See ‘Études pour Body', interview with Jean-Luc Moulène recorded on the occasion of the exhibition
‘Paris-Bombay-Delhi’, Centre Pompidou, Paris, 2011: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xj5okc_
paris-delhi-bombay-jean-luc-moulene_creation (last accessed on 2 August 2011).
Hans Ulrich Obrist and J.-L. Moulène interviewed Antonio Negri in Italy. An extract from the
interview was published in the magazine accompanying the exhibition ‘Voilà: Le Monde dans
la tête’ at the Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris in 2000 (published by Paris-Musées and
Les Inrockuptibles).
Antonio Negri, Art & Multitude, Paris: Mille et Une Nuits, 2009; English edition, trans. Ed Emery,
Cambridge: Polity Press, 2011, pp.36—37.
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Jean-Luc Moulène:
Photography as
Training Manual
— Sophie Berrebi

It is not unusual for one artist to display
admiration towards another, but it is
more so perhaps when the two are almost
contemporaries (give or take a decade)
and the appreciation takes the form of
a dedication at the beginning of a book.
In giving ‘tribute to the work of Jean-Luc
Moulène’ on the credit page of Akram
Zaatari: Earth of Endless Secrets
(2009), 1 Akram Zaatari acknowledges the
undeniable formal proximity that exists
between his photographs showing material
evidence related to the stories he presents
in his films and installations projects and

Sophie Berrebi elucidates the history
of visual culture and typology of skills
found in Jean-Luc Moulène’s photography
and objects.
Moulène’s photographs of objects set
against neutral grounds. More than that,
however, and despite tackling different
subject matter, Zaatari’s images consider
the ambiguousness of the photograph as
evidence — a reflection that can be traced
back to Moulène’s own experimentations.
Rather than the industrially manufactured
objects of daily life that commonly turn up
in Moulène’s images, Zaatari’s photographs
most frequently present objects that bear
the marks of the conflicted history of
Lebanon, from postcolonialism to intermittent war. A handbag stuffed with letters
from a war prisoner, vintage audio and
videocassettes, an archive of old photographs and pages from a diary are
shown as material traces of the narratives
that unfold in such films of Zaatari’s
as Al-Sharit Bikhayr (All Is Well on the
Border, 1997) and Fi Haza al-Bayt (In This
House, 2005). But, once they are captured
1
2

in the form of a photograph, the folded
letters become illegible and the tapes
inaudible. For all their clarity of composition, these images show the limits of
photographic evidence. As with the work
of Jean-Luc Moulène, they underscore
the muteness and codification of the image.
If Moulène’s photography seems
to offer guidance for Zaatari’s practice,
it could be said, in turn, that photography
functions as a training manual for Moulène
himself, furnishing him with a way of
critically looking at and learning from the
world. From Moulène’s early acquaintance
with the medium in the 1980s to his most
recent work, photography, most often
practiced in the form of long-term and
open-ended series, appears as a means
of studying his surroundings, uncovering
conventions of seeing as well as economic,
social and political networks of production
and exchange. Within this practice, the
notion of the document, understood in
different semantic contexts that include
the legal, the scientific and the historical,
plays a central part.
‘All [the artists] were using photography
as evidence. That’s where I took up the
work.’ 2 Looking back at his formative
years in a recent interview with Briony Fer,
Moulène underlined the importance as well
as the limitations of the use of photography
in the context of performance art.He came
to photography in the context of the
Art Corporel movement, which developed
in Paris in the first half of the 1970s.
For artists like Michel Journiac and Gina
Pane, the key figures of this French body
art scene, photography was an integral
part of the work rather than simply ad
hoc documentation of live performances.
Journiac, for instance, differentiated
‘photographic actions’ (‘actions
photographiques’), which were made

Karl Bassil and Akram Zaatari (ed.), Akram Zaatari: Earth of Endless Secrets (exh. cat.), Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Beirut: Portikus, Sfeir-Semler Gallery and Beirut Art Center, 2009.
‘Each Any — Interview with Jean-Luc-Moulène, Paris, October 2008’, in Jean-Pierre Criqui (ed.),
Jean-Luc Moulène (exh. cat.), Nîmes and Cologne: Éditions du Carré d’art and Verlag der Buchhandlung
Walther König, 2008, p.135.
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specifically to be recorded on camera,
from ‘photo-documents’, which amounted
to documentation of performances.
The phrase ‘constat d’action’ (or ‘certified
report of an action’) was the most frequently
used term to define the data collected from
a performance, likening the document to
a certificate or an affidavit and conjuring
up legal associations. Having once
participated in a collective event directed
by Journiac, Moulène was asked to
record ‘photo-documents’ of several
performances. 3 Even in these early works,
well aware of the clear categorisations of
photography’s role, some of the resulting
images, such as Espace du sacré (1985),
implicitly acknowledge the blurriness
between straightforward recording and
staging for the benefit of the camera, and
suggest one of the directions that Moulène
would follow from the 1990s onwards.
In documents /Journal impersonnel,
the open-ended series that regroups a
large number of his photographic works
since 1999, Moulène uses again the term
‘document’ to define his own work. But
while the term remains a trace of his
involvement with body-art documentation,
its meaning becomes more complex in his
reuse. The series contains pictures made in
different geographic locations and belonging to various genres: still life, portraiture,
street photography, architectural views
and so forth. They include both un-staged,
snapshot-like photographs and carefully
arranged still lifes. The precise date and
location given for each picture offer a
connection to the artist’s own life: many
images appear to be made in his Paris
neighbourhood or in the context of
travelling, with a broad diversity of subject
matter and geography, and an enigmatic
touch. Yet while the series borrows qualities
from the diaristic form, documents /
Journal impersonnel presents a selective
choice of images. Many linger in one’s
mind, conveying a feeling of intimacy
and triggering a vague impression of
déjà vu that operates on personal and
art-historical levels.
Exemplary in this respect is Père
Lachaise — Bastille (Paris, 15 September
1998). 4 The picture shows a Parisian bus —
3
4
5

easily identified by its blue destination plate
— steering away from the sidewalk on a
busy street in Paris. The reflection in
the glass window of the bus hints at the
commotion on the rue de Rivoli, which the
bus’s route follows for part of its journey.
Amidst this tumult, Moulène has caught
a moment of respite in the form of a
fleeting look addressed to him by a young
woman on board. Responding to the
camera pointed towards her, she turns
her head slightly, letting appear a turban
hairdo, widened eyes and an inscrutable
expression. The image, snatched in an
instant, conveys something of a flâneur’s
accidental encounter, such as Charles
Baudelaire evoked in his ‘Tableaux
Parisiens’ poems, published in Les Fleurs
du mal (1857). ‘A lightning flash… then
night!’ is what marks, in ‘À une passante’,
a sudden — almost photographic —
exchange of glances between individuals
that will never meet again. 5 But the image
that Père Lachaise — Bastille brings to
mind is stronger than a literary one: the
anachronism or exoticism of the headdress,
the three-quarter profile framed by the
bus window and the modest, perhaps
teasing look eerily but unmistakably recall
Vermeer’s Het Meisje met de Parel (Girl
with a Pearl Earring, c.1665). The bus
window encloses the figure like the painting
in its frame — only the reference seems to
act the other way round, as if the Vermeer
image were the imperfect mirror of
Moulène’s. If in Baudelaire’s text, the
momentary exchange of glances enables
the narrator to be ‘suddenly reborn’,
the recognition of the similitude between
photograph and painting is what makes
the photograph suddenly come to life for
the viewer. This recognition, which turns
the photograph from a mysterious and
mute image into a familiar one, recurs
elsewhere in the series. A close-up view
of the Cologne cathedral (Cathédrale,
Cologne, 16 March 2002), evokes in
its particular framing Claude Monet’s
serialised depictions of the cathedral
of Rouen (Rouen Cathedral, 1892—94).
A picture of the Seine, as dirty and muddy
as a roadside gutter (La Seine à Paris,
10 March 2010), reverses the effect

Moulène recapitulates his work experience with Journiac in his statement ‘Histoire de l’image de
Darek. Temoignage de Jean-Luc Moulène’, in Vincent Labaume (ed.), Michel Journiac (exh. cat.), Paris
and Strasbourg: École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts, Les Musées de Strasbourg, 2004, p.166.
Moulène often includes identifying information alongside his titles beyond the traditional date.
Charles Baudelaire, ‘À une passante’, in Les Fleurs du mal, Paris: Poulet Malassis et de Broise, 1857.
English translation by William Aggeler, The Flowers of Evil, Fresno, CA: Academy Library Guild, 1954.
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achieved by André Kertész in a 1929
close-up view of a gutter that is surreptitiously transformed into a river.
Transposition, transformation and
displacement are some of the ways in
which images, and in particular artworks
from the past, are summoned in Moulène’s
photographs. Hence Ongles (Paris, 5
November 1999), which depicts a row
of cut fingernails (or perhaps toenails?)
aligned, not in a row, but turned around
and stacked vertically in a column from
small to large, evokes Jacques-André
Boiffard’s well-known photographs of
an isolated big toe on a dark background,
which were published in 1929 in issue 6
of the Surrealist journal Documents.
The reference, even though it jumps out,
is indirect, and partially relies on an
affinity of texture and body parts, but
mostly acts through a parallel process of
anthropomorphism — in which Ongles
suggests a thorax and Boiffard’s Big Toe
a human face.
This extensive network of visual
references, which is never suggested
directly nor explicitly acknowledged,
sheds light on the second part of the series’
title: ‘Impersonal Diary’. The expression
recalls Claes Oldenburg’s response to
a journalist who questioned him about
his habit of quoting or referencing the
work of other artists in his early practice:
‘It’s true that every artist has a discipline
of impersonality to enable him to become
an artist in the first place.’ 6 The ‘discipline’
of impersonality self-imposed by Oldenburg as a learning system appears in a
slightly different form in Moulène’s work.
While the latter’s working practice also
suggests an idea of training through
making images that bear the traces of
others, the resulting images also suggest
the impossibility of making an innocent,
spontaneous photograph. Even though
Père Lachaise — Bastille was in all
likelihood the result of a split-second
decision, the result of the artist acknowledging a ‘decisive instant’, as described by
Henri Cartier-Bresson, the picture, perhaps
having been selected from a series made
6
7
8
9

at the time, acquires permanence and
timelessness once the artistic reference
appears. In Moulène’s documents /Journal
impersonnel every image is triggered
by the memory of another image. This
realisation reconfigures Cartier-Bresson’s
motto of photojournalism and complicates
the notion of document as straightforward
evidence. It proposes that documents
are not objective manifestations, but the
subjective traces of culture, be it of the
image’s producer, recipient or both. 7
The pictorial and cultural references
that slip in between the decisive moment
of the camera shot and the artist’s cultural
baggage suggest something of a history
of visual forms. In other series, however,
Moulène’s interest lies in the visual
conventions through which images are
composed and produced in a particular
area of knowledge. They follow the
principle, developed by photography
historian John Tagg, that ‘the idea of what
constitutes evidence has a history [that]
implies definite techniques and procedures,
concrete institutions and specific social
relations’. 8 Moulène has investigated a
number of these fields in different projects.
Plant (rue de Bercy, Hôtel Mercure, Paris
12e, 1 September 1997—24 December
2002), an observational project that is
supported by an academic essay by a
botanist, follows the spontaneous growth,
disappearance and re-emergence of a
foxglove tree on the sidewalk. 9 No Foto
(1995—98) collects press photographs
censored or legally contested in the press.
Documents /Le Louvre (2006) explores
conventions of museum archives and
artwork reproduction, whereas documents
/Le tunnel (boulevard de Bercy, Paris,
12th arrondissement, 1996—2001) suggests
ethnographic fieldwork and the issues that
arise from its documentation. Originally
presented as a newspaper offprint,
documents /Le tunnel is concerned both
with a sampling of city signs (somewhat
similar to documents resulting from the
the Situationists’ dérives in the city and
their efforts to organise the results into
psychogeographic studies). It consists

Quoted in Bruce Glaser, ‘Oldenburg, Liechtenstein, Warhol: A Discussion’, Artforum, vol.4, no.6,
February 1966, pp.20—24.
The tendency on the part of photojournalists and photography editors to select pictures of disaster
that recall in their composition Christian religious imagery is a simplification and broadening of
this phenomenon.
John Tagg, The Burden of Interpretation: Essays on Photographies and Histories, London: Macmillan,
1998.
See Audrey Murate, ‘Paulownia tomentosa (Thunb.) Seud.’, in Jean-Luc Moulène, opus 1995—2007 /
documents 1999—2007 (exh. cat.), Lisbon: Culturgest, 2007, pp.211—15.
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of a series of twenty photographs of graffiti
discovered by the artist in the covered
section of the boulevard de Bercy, close
to the Gare de Lyon and the Palais Omnisports de Bercy in the twelfth arrondissement of Paris. Returning to the site over a
period of several years, Moulène recorded
in photographs the insults and notices and
slogans scribbled across the walls, creating
a disjointed narrative with recurring
protagonists and thematic obsessions of
sex and violence: ‘Solange Cavagna la triple
putain la criminelle la tueuse’ (‘Solange
Cavagna the triple whore the criminal the
murderess’), ‘R. merde bique neron vient
ecrire matraque salo’ (‘r. oldgoart shit
nero come write beat me basturd’). 10 This
collection is presented in spreads in books
or as diptychs juxtaposing a photograph
of graffiti with a transcription of the graffiti

Moulène argues that most
objects now produced can be
described as ‘post-photographic’,
meaning that they are
designed before they are
manufactured, and they
exist in two-dimensional
computer visualisations before
emerging as material things.
words in printed letters on the facing page.
The anthropological characteristics of
this display are enhanced by the claim
of anonymity that accompanies the title
of the work: ‘Le Tunnel est anonyme’
(‘The tunnel is anonymous’), and together
they give a sociological and an anthropological dimension to the project. How many
voices authored these graffiti? What kind
of exchange is going on through these
injunctions? What does it say about
social relations, about hopes and fears
and menaces?
The project makes visible, for instance,
the tension of the formerly working class
neighbourhood since its gentrification
through the import of a middle class
and the development of cultural centres
(for example, the Frank Gehry building
now hosting the French Cinémathèque,
on the nearby rue de Bercy). The tunnel
photographs’ ability to indirectly reflect
this suggests they are less accidental
10
11

encounters between graffiti and camera
than the results of a deliberate investigation
over a period of time, in which raw
material has been systematically collected
and transcribed according to particular
rules — those of typography. The graffiti,
in other words, has been framed and
organised in order to make it legible and
interpretable in scientific terms. Though
presented as an art project, Moulène’s
tunnel leans towards the social sciences,
and the work gives credit to his statement:
‘I operate in the more or less of anthropology, of culture, of sociology, etc.’ 11
•
The process of showing how documents
are produced from within sited forms of
knowledge and ideologies, which shape
these images through specific conventions,
continues beyond Moulène’s photographic
work to inform his sculptural practice. The
‘objects’ (a term he favours over ‘sculpture’)
he creates can be seen as direct extensions
of his photographs in several ways.
Firstly, Moulène argues that most objects
now produced can be described as ‘postphotographic’, meaning that they are
designed before they are manufactured,
and they therefore exist in two-dimensional
computer visualisations before emerging
as three-dimensional, material things.
An object typical of this ‘post-photographic’
condition is the Tyˆ Nant mineral water
bottle shaped to evoke flowing water as
captured by a camera, which Moulène has
taken as subject for a photograph (Bi-Fixe
(Paris, 7 September 2007). Images such
as Bi-Fixe, along with other still lifes from
the Documents series, seem to function
as research for making his own objects,
and indeed several of Moulène’s
‘sculptures’ also result from computerised
pre-conceptions, while others are made
using special industrial-production
methods. The latter follow a process
reminiscent of the 39 Objets de grève
présentés par Jean-Luc Moulène (1999)
series that documented specially produced
objects by industry workers on strike.
Other works, by contrast, openly oppose
industrial finish and production, and are
made using manual techniques that include
casting (Enfant, 2006 and Baignoire,

Translated in Le tunnel / documents de Jean-Luc Moulène, Paris: Éditions al Dante, 2005.
‘Each Any — Interview with Jean Luc-Moulène, Paris, October 2008’, op. cit., p.136.
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1995), welding (Chrome, 1999), paving
(Boule fixe (sphère de Lisbonne), Paris,
1 May 2007) and carpentry (Croix jaune,
2004—05), amongst others. Not a specialist
in any of these crafts, Moulène learns
them through practice, and the degree
of imperfection varies from one object
to the next. In this way, when exhibited
as an ensemble, the objects display a broad
typology of skills and modes of production,
from the shabbily executed Marche
(palière et balancée) (Paris, 1994),
one of his earliest objects, to flawless
industrial production in Bière totale
(special production Karlsberg Brauerei
GmbH, Hamburg (Saarpfalz), May 2004),
produced specially by Carlsberg under
Moulène’s direction.
This typology of skills and techniques
is suggestive of a ‘training manual’ that
comes to existence in the very process of
making, and which is perceptible in the
objects’ diversity of polish. At times, the act
of making itself seems on show. The strange
sculpture Cinq concentrés concentriques
(Paris, April 2007), for example, reprises
the procedure of disorientation experimented with in Ongles. Here, it is fingers
rather than fingernails that have been
submitted to an impossible dislocation.
Cast from the artist’s five fingers, in black
polyurethane elastomer, the fingers are
detached from the hand and joined at the
tips. Rather than God breathing life into
Adam, as in Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel,
and the infinite reproductions of this image,
it is the artist’s fingers that designate the
centre point of finite creation. They suggest
manual activity, but their converging
position, more importantly, evokes the
necessary reflexive quality of an artwork.
Instead of pointing outwards, they
converge towards a centre. This centripetal
quality is a central feature of Moulène’s
art, and unifies his production beyond its
diversity of subject matter and mediums,
and his work’s sometimes opaque quality.
Moulène has said: ‘In my view the work
is also a theoretical act. As for its conditions
of existence, it must be reflexive.’ 12 The
statement echoes the idea of the theoretical
object as defined by Hubert Damisch,
for whom it is ‘an object that obliges you
to do theory but also furnishes you with
the means of doing it’. 13
12
13

In Moulène’s work, both theorisation
and the means to do it are closely
intertwined: just as the photographs
contain a history of visual culture,
the objects reflect a typology of skills.
The photographs obey a similar principle
as that which directs the creation of
objects: both types of works are documents
of the real that reflect on what this reality
may be, and how it might be changed,
through the artist’s practice and the very
process of making.

Ibid., p.142.
Yve-Alain Bois, Denis Hollier, Rosalind Krauss and Hubert Damisch, ‘A Conversation with Hubert
Damisch’, October, vol.85, Summer 1998, p.8.
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